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“Providing innovative solutions so that 
ideas become reality”

A WORLD 
of concrete

At Consent, we believe in challenging the way the 
industry thinks about concrete. No longer just 
an afterthought, concrete hardscape products 
are now an important styling element in urban 
landscaping with many landscape architects wishing 
to add their own designer touch. So why choose 
us? At Consent, our customers are at the core of 
everything we do and we aim to provide innovative 
solutions so that your ideas can become reality.  
 
With an extensive product selection, a variety of 
licensed products from international brands as 
well as the ability to custom make products to 

your liking, Consent has steadily grown since its 
founding in 1975 to become the leading and highly 
trusted manufacturer and supplier of concrete 
hardscape products. We are proud to be part of many 
inspiring and landmark projects around the world. 
 
Celebrating over 47 years as the preferred destination 
for quality concrete products, we are committed to 
bringing you the best concrete has to offer and so with 
this in mind, we are delighted to invite you to explore 
the dozens of exciting new product lines added. We 
hope that this catalogue helps inspire you and that 
our products can bring your wonderful ideas to life.

We are members of the ICPI as well as an ISO 9001:2015 certified company and are proud to have been awarded the 

certificate of conformity by both the Dubai Central Laboratory as well as the Abu Dhabi Quality & Conformity Council.
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CONSENT R&D LAB

Research and development make up the essential core of 
Consent. In addition to having external testing done, we also 
carry out internal testing of raw materials to ensure quality 
before production even begins. Post-production, our products 
go through rigorous testing of water absorption, abrasion 
resistance and have several types of machinery dedicated to 
testing the various compressive, transverse and tensile strengths 
of the product. 

As it is our fundamental philosophy to always provide you 
with the latest and best concrete products, we constantly strive 
to invest and upgrade our research lab department with state 
of the art technology.  As such, we are proud to own various 
specialised high-end machineries such as our weathering 
machine, our abrasion testing machine as well as our Solar 
Reflectance Index testing device.

SUSTAINABILITY

At Consent we take pride in doing the best we can for the 
environment. Over the years we have refined and re-defined 
our manufacturing process in order to reduce our power 
consumption, waste by-products and CO2 emissions. As of 
2015 we have converted to using green concrete for most of 
our products. While traditional cement emits approximately 
900kg of carbon dioxide into the atmosphere for every ton 
of Portland Cement produced, our green cement cuts that 
emission by 60%. In addition to this, we are also developing 
innovative products that are self sustaining such as our smart 
bench, iStareeh (see page 101) and creating permeable pavers 
capable of quick drainage (great for controlling and dealing 
with rainwater overflow during winter) using recycled 
concrete aggregates. 



On top of having a fantastic range of products, Consent 
is proud to announce several partnerships with renowned 
international companies in order to bring you the best 
of popular and award-winning concrete products from 

abroad. By entering these partnerships, Consent is 
licensed to exclusively manufacture and supply these 
products in our region, giving you a curated range of 
trusted options to choose from.

OUR  INTERNATIONAL PARTNERS
BRINGING YOU THE BEST PRODUCTS  FROM AROUND THE WORLD
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Brought to you through our 
collaboration with Stavoblock 
System, an innovative company 
based in the Czech Republic, 
we are excited to showcase the 
Stavoblock retaining and boundary 
wall. For more information please 
see page 79.

Thanks to the innovation of 
Australian landscape architect 
Franek Savarton, we are proud 
to bring you his durable concrete 
boardwalk system, PermaTrak. 
For more information on how you 
can save time and money with 
this system, please see page 87.

Introducing the possibilities of 
protection from hostile vehicles 
is our partnership with prominent 
British company KarabloK. For 
more information on this concrete 
block vehicle mitigation system, 
please see page 83.

Bringing you a fantastic range 
of stylish and durable outdoor 
furniture is our collaboration 
with creative Belgian company 
Urbastyle. For more information 
please see page 105. 

Our long-term partnership with 
the distinguished South African 
company Terraforce brings you 
both the versatile Terraforce 
retaining wall range as well as its 
complimenting 4x4 step block. 
For more information please see 
page 63.

We have partnered up with the 
prestigious German company 
Metten to bring you their award 
winning product, Umbriano. 
For more information on the 
well renowned Umbriano paving 
range, please see page 17. 

TERRAFORCE®

stein+design®

Also based in the USA, we are 
proud to bring you the Rosetta 
retaining wall system from the 
Rosetta Hardscape company. 
For more information on this 
concrete stone with a natural rock 
appearance, please see page 71.

From the United States of 
America, we  are able to bring 
you the Keystone Compac 
retaining wall system thanks to 
the reputable Keystone retaining 
wall systems company. For more 
information, please see page 67.

From our recent affiliation with  
dynamic Hungarian company 
Barabas, we are excited to 
showcase a new finish called 
Perfetto. For more information 
on this versatile finish that can 
be applied on a variety of paver 
shapes, please see page 11.

S T O N E  D E S I G N

KEYSTONE®
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*Please note: We have tried our best to match the textures to the original concrete but due to different screen and printing settings, slight variation may occur. Always request for a free sample before finalizing an order.

TEXTURE GUIDE
The surface finish of a product can really change the final look of a space. Choose a rough and rugged 

finish for a natural, timeworn feel or opt for one of the smoother finishes for a sleek, contemporary look. 
Even better, mix and match. There are no rules but yours.

ANTIQUE

POLISHED RIVEN WOOD

CURLED FLAMED DIAMOND CUT SATIN TOUCH

HONED

SHOTBLASTEDBUSH HAMMER

The roughest texture of 
our range, this gives a 

very organic rock-like feel

This texture is very rough  
with a hazy, beaten look 

due to the aggregates 
being exposed to the core

Rough, non slip texture 
with exposed aggregates. 
Our most popular finish

Worn, torn and with 
broken chipped edges, 
this surface resembles 

old aged stone

A very smooth finish with 
a slightly glossy look

Textured with natural 
slate-like patterns

A finish with the aesthetic 
advantages of wood 

plus the strength and 
durability of concrete

A smooth texture with 
the slightest hint of 

bumps from the ground 
aggregate

Resembling granite that 
has been exposed to heat, 

a smooth texture with 
occasional pockmarks

A smooth, matt texture 
with a blade cut finish 

A silky smooth texture 
with a natural wet look 

that still remains anti-slip 

A smooth, matt finish that 
highlights aggregates 

The different surface finishes are all shown on an N37 sample*

SPLIT
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COLOUR GUIDE
INSPIRED BY NATURE

THE COLOURS ABOVE ARE JUST A SAMPLE SELECTION, FOR THE FULL COLOUR RANGE PLEASE REQUEST FOR OUR SEPARATE COLOUR GUIDE.

Choosing the right colour can bring a project to life. Producing coloured concrete products for over 46 
years, Consent understands this very well and with a wide range of shades available to choose from as 

well as the ability to match or create custom colours, we are confident that we have what you need.

Please note: We have tried our best to match the colours to the original concrete but due to different screen and printing settings, slight variation may occur. Always request for a free sample before finalizing an order.

T20Y66 Y44 Y29 N44

T69 B66 D68 D69 C29C66 C31

T16T42

Y67 S76

P26 R68

N58N32  W12W11 N04 N66N37N47 N34
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raditionally, masonry blocks 
are used to create boundary 
walls. Requiring mortar 

between blocks, a layer of plaster and 
then paint on top, they have proven to 
be cumbersome and time consuming. 

With Stavoblock®, you can easily build 
a spectrum of walls ranging from 
retaining, partition to fencing while 
cutting the construction time in half. 
Stavoblocks are assembled without 
use of mortars or adhesives and are 
protected against sliding out of place by 
dovetail locks. 

Available in two sizes that you can mix 
and match, Stavoblock® comes in a 
natural split-finish and in any colour. 
This flexibility allows for endless design 
opportunities to ensure a unique look.

P R O J E C T

Private villa, Czech Republic

The Stavoblock® retaining and partition wall system is brought to you 
through our partnership with Ing. Křivinka Zdeněk from the Czech 
Republic. The blocks were pioneered in 2011 and currently have the 
most potential for design variety compared to other blocks.

T - Easy to handle and transport
- Land reclamation & terracing to create extra space
- Domestic & commercial retaining/landscaping 
- Double sided in a split-finish 
- Available in two complementary sizes
- A wide range of colours to choose from
- Does not require mortar

200 x 200 x 100 mm
400 x 200 x 100 mm

Boundary walls
Compound dividers
Reinforced terraces
Roadside retaining
Garden design

Dimensions

Properties

Applications

THE 
BOUNDARY
WALL SYSTEM

Stavo block
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Medium height Stavoblock® boundary wall
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High boundary wall 
around villa

Stavoblocks used as a 
raised planter bed

Low boundry wall with 
fence and gate
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1 / LITTER BIN  Reem Forest, Abu Dhabi.  2 / STAIRCASE  Labour camp accommodation, Jebel Ali Industrial.  3 / HOLLOW BENCHES  House of Wisdom Digital Library, Sharjah.  

4 / WALL CLADDING  Consent display garden.  5 / LINE & LINE SET COMBINATION  Porsche Head Office, Dubai Silicon Oasis.

UHPC
SLIM YET DURABLE

Over the years we’ve prided ourselves on being able to 
update to modern requirements. One of which is the desire 
for thinner & lighter concrete products with significantly 
higher durability than regular concrete. Now thanks to 
the innovative concrete mix formulation of Ultra High 
Performance Concrete (UHPC), we are able to achieve 
lighter, thinner, complex shapes and curvatures that 
would otherwise be impossible with traditional concrete. 
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